
Uncivil Liberties

A Descendant of Slaves Thinks About Abortion

Alan LKeyes

SINCE THE SUPREME Court's decision in the
Webster the fkbcrtion issue han moved to the

center st&gc of politics at the state level. It dominated
the Virginia gubernatorial race between Marshall.
Coleman and Douglas Wilder. In that race, tu3 well as
others around the country, those who favor abortion
on demand have presented it as a question of a
woman^s right to choose, based upon her inherent
right to control her own body-the right that is, ac
cording to seminal liberal theorists such as John
Locke, the most fundamental of all property rights.
Opponents of the so-called "pro-choice" position arc
being portrayed as self-righteous, intolerant religious
zealots. They arc accused of seeking to use the law to
impose their moral views in a fashion that contradicts
both individual rights and the principle of separation
between church and state. i , .

Many politicians who oppose abortion on demand
as a matter of personal conviction appear to be embar
rassed by these arguments. They don't want to appear,
willing to use the law to impose their personal religious
or moral views on others. They therefore fear the
political consequences of opposing the. pro-choice
position. They also fear the political consequences of
failing to support the pro-life position. They waffle.
They try to find formulations that will offend no one.
They complain that the issue should somehow be
removed from center stage so that politicians can get
on with the business of discussing important problems
like fighting drugs or improving education. •,

This complaint Is clear evidence that they are unfit
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to dealwith either, einceit exhibits the same moral ob-
tusene^s that underlies both the drug plague and the
poor results being produced by moat of our public
schools. Oiir politicians today seem unable to under
stand that not all moral questions are religious ques
tions. There is such a thing as civic morality, the mpral
principles that must guide and determine the choices
that people:make, and the obligations they have, as

,citizens. Issues of civic morality are, in fact, the most
basic issues a society haa to deal with, for they deter
mine the moral Identity that makes it possible for a
community; to. exist. This is especially true in the
United States, where the citizens do not have a univer
sallyshAre'd race, religion, language, or other extrinsic
bond. If) kk Abnericans, wehaveno shared moral Iden
tity, thenwho andwhat areweas a people? ^ I

BECAUSE-ISSUES of civic morality are so fun
damental, they are. also potentially, the most

dangerous., issues we face.. That's why,-when our
republic began, most of its founders feared the issue'of
slavery; They knew that eventually a crisis •that
threatened the nations' existence would have to be

passed in order to clarify the nation's moral identity
once and for all. In the years before the Civil War, not
every politician understood the.fundamental impor
tance of the slavery issue. Many sought to ignore it or
to defuse it through compromise with the demands of
the slave states. In the end, however, a choice had to be
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But once a person Is convinced that the life ofthe fetus
is a human life, he cannot accept the pro-choice posi
tion without accepting the view that, in this case, one
human being can have property in the life ofanother.
This violates the anti-slavery principle.

Unless the anti-slavery principle holds true ab-
solutely, other exceptions to it will also be possible. If,

•for instance, we argue that the exception in this case is
justified because the fetus cannot survive inde
pendently of the mother, then independence (rather
than simple humanity] becomes the criterion for
deciding whether slavery isjustified or not. Ifsomeone
comes along who canprove that there isanothercase in
which one liuman being is <ls dependent upon another
as the fetus is upon the mother, that case, too, must be
excluded from the anti-slavery principle. Slavery then
ceases tobe a matter offundamental human rights and
becomes instead a subject for intellectual debate.
Someone could cleverly manipulate the concept of in
dependence to prove that human beings may justly be
deprived of their freedom if they use itirrationally, in a
way that violates the doctrine that establishes their
right to be free. After all, ancient philosophers such as
Aristotle held that irrational beings are, by nature,
wholly dependent upon rational ones and can, there
fore, justly be enslaved.

made between slavery and freedom, in order for
Americana to understand themselves without con
tradiction as apeople committed tohuman freedom.

America chose freedom. The divided union
emerged as a renewed community based on the prin
ciple that slavery is wrong, that one human being can
not have property in the life of another human being,
cannot dispose ofthe life and labor ofanother human
being according to his own choice and convenience.
For decades, the slaveholders had successfully con
tended that respect for their constitutionally
protected property rights as individuals required that
slavery be respccted and enforced with national laws.
As aconsequence of the Civil War crisis, the American
people rejected this contention. We held instead to the
doctrine, implied by the terms ofour Declaration of
Independence, that human beings as such—and apart
from any property orpowers they possess-are entitled
to be respected in their persons and that this right su-
percedes any property claims made by others. The
right to property gives way before'the dignity of
human life as such. • •

^The notion thatslavery is wrong, thatone human
being cannot have property in the life of another, is
today a fundamental tenet of the moml creed from
which we Americans derive our shared Identity as a-
people. It Is therefore a basic tenet of our civic
morality. Ifwe abandon it,we abandon ourselves. Ifwe
assert our freedom in a way that violates It,we under
mine the very doctrine that allows us to legitimate
thatassertion. In short, we return to the state of fun
dament^ self-contradiction that made the Civil War
a tragic inevitability.
^ This is the danger that we face from the abortion
issue. The pro-choice advocates contend that a wo-

ROM THE perspective ofour civic morality, there-
X f̂ore, the pro-choice position is untenable if one
believes that the fetus is a human life. That is the only
relevant moral issue. Arguments that make use of the
personal suffering, pain, or inconvenience of the in
dividual woman Involved appeal to our compassion.
Yet it has long been recognized that inconvenience,
suffering, pain, and even the risk ofdeath, can justly be
demanded ofindividuals in our society inthe defense of
its moral identity. In every one of our nation's wars,
people, especially men, have been compelled to make
such sacrifices. If in order to maintain the principles of
freedom basic to our moral identity we require such
sacrifice from the women in our soclety, why is this un
just?

Ofcourse, our reasoning permits us todemand this
sacrifice only ifwe assume that thefetus isa human life.
The nub of the issue is that this determination may ul
timately be a matter of religious conviction. In our
community there can be no established religion. We

Once aperson is convinced that the life
of the fetus is a human life, he cannot

accept the pro'choice position without
accepting the view that, in this case,

one human being can have property in
• the life of another. This violates the •

anti'slavery principje.

man's body belongs to her, Is her property; that the fe
tus is part of her body, and therefore also her property.
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may, therefore, ncvcr'be able to
rfiftch aufficient agreement to- ^ ^ '
permit us to declare with cer- ' ^ y'i
talnty, aa a comrnunlty, that t ^
the fetus Is, or is not, a human > ^ <,
life. For instance, some Ameri- '< "•'?
cans hold to the belief that ^
there Is a non-material ea- " . i
sence, independent of the body, '
that conatltutes cach human ^ '
personality. They believe that ' '' '
this eascfice ia present in each of > ^ i
ua, from the moment of con- '
ception. No amount of scientif- . • j
ic research will ever be able to o«,i '<* j
verify or disprove tiiis belief, j' " \ s, -
since it deals with matters ^ * 11" «
beyond the reach of our aci~ ' ' > }
ence'sempiricalloglc.

If our science cannot settle ' '' ' ' ' *
the issue with certainty, and if
we cannot agree on any reli- ' ^
gious or philosophic standard " <»ffi™
by which to determine it, the f Si
iaaue ia permanently moot. Aa"
individuals we may decide one f '''' j(j||®H®
way or another, depending on
our personal convictions. As a
community we cannot decidc ™PB
one way or another. As apeople jH fift
we are, in principle, forever •
doomed to uncertainty on thia

On some issues, such un
certainty has no bearing on our '
shared moral identity. Whether Christ was the Mes
siah* whether the bread received by Christians at
communion is the symbol or substance of Christ's
body; whether people should pray toward the East or
wash Hve times a day—these are matters of indiffer
ence for our civic morality. But whether a life is a
human life, entitled to respect for all the basic, inviol
able rights of humanity—this Is a critically Important
judgment. The enslavement of black Americans w.is In
part sustained by the conviction that black people
were like cattle, and therefore not entitled to the in
herent rights of human beings. Where the most basic
rights arc concerned, we cannot be Indifferent to the
claimsofanyhuman beings, however Inferior, deform-
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ed, or imperfect we may consider them to be. Such in
difference could involve us In the kind of moral lapse
that led many inprevious generations to stand bywhile
black men, women, and children were auctioned off as
beasts; that allowed "good Germans" to cling to ig
norance and inactivity while millions of Jews were
slaughtered.

rr^ODAY, many of us claim to be the kind of people
_i, who joined the abolitionists or risked their lives to

hide Jewish compatriots from the Nazis. Yet if the fetus
Is a human life, the only thing that distinguishes the
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practice ofabortion from slavery or the Holocaust !s
that the Victims are utterly innocent, helpless, voice-
leas, and dependent upon our aid. If the fetus is not a
human life, then our consciences are clear. If it is, then
weare accomplices Indally crimes as heinous as those
our memories condemn.

Moreover, ifour condemnation of the passive ac
complices of slavery and the Holocaust is not facile
hypocrisy, it is morally necessary that we decide this
question, and act upon our decision. True morality
imposes aduty upon those who have the power to stop
the violation of human life. That means that if the
letus iS a human life, people who wish to act morally
have a duty to intervene in its defense. The issue is,
therefore, not only an issue of the fetus's rigiits, but of
our moral obligations. " •

It appears that, as acommunity, we cannot decide
With any certainty a question crucially important to
our moral identity and our civic obligntions. We can
not ignore it, and we cannot resolve It. If the law
remains silent orneutral, and leaves the decision toIn
dividuals, then some people will feel free to commit an
act that others feel they are morally obliged to
prevent, if possible. This is clearly a recipe for civil
conflict, for a return to the climate of religious warfare
the theorists of our civic morality sought to dispel. If,
as IS presently the case, the law defends the commis-

Our.politicians seem unable to under
stand that not all moral cfuestions are

religious questions. There is such athing as civic morality that mustguide
the choices people make as citizens.

sion of the act, and punishes those who strive to
prevent it, we risk a struggle that could someday in
tensify into large scale civil unrest and even violence.

WHAT can we do? Since our philosophic and
religious differences prevent us from deciding

the issue with certainty as a community, perhaps we
should rely Instead upon the common sense of each in
dividual citizen. Before they make up their minds
about the abortion issue, let's a^k all Americans to
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consider what they would do in the following situa
tions:

You are involved in the demolition phase of a con
struction project that requires that several houses be
destroyed. Just prior to detonating the explosive char
ges for one of the houses, aworker catches aglimpse of
what he thinks is movement in the house. It may be a
tattered curtain fluttering in the breeze, or astray cat.
It may be afellow worker completing some final check,
or a child who has strayed onto the site. Would you
proceed with detonation while faced with this uncer
tainty about whether your action will take a human
life?

You are a juror in a murder case where the victim's
partial remains were discovered years after the killing.
If convicted, the defendant faces a mandatory death
sentence. The prosecution has proven that he com
mitted the act. However, the defense has presented im
portant, though inconclusive evidence that raises
serious doubt about whether the charred, decomposed,
and Incomplete remains of the victim are in fact those
ofahuman being. Try as they might, you and your fel
low jurors cannot decide with certainty whether the
victim was a human being or not. Would you send the
defendant to his death?

Anyone who would say no in these cases is saying
that: (1) he would not destroy something when he is not
sure whether or not, by doing so, he would be taking a
human life. (2) he would spare the life ofsomeone he is
convinced is guilty if there is uncertainty about the
humanity of the victim of this crime. Would he then,
faced with the same uncertainties, agree to allow
anyone to takelife ofsomeother victim?

Our legal practice requires, in fact, that before an
accused person can be convicted his judges must ascer
tain, beyond a reasonable doubt, that a crime has been
committed and that the accused is the perpetrator.
Re-consider the second hypothetical situation above.
Before we allow someone we believe guilty ofmurder to
get away with the crime, should we not also give his ap
parent victim the benefit of the doubt?

If we grant the same benefit of the doubt to afetus,
then we must spare its life. We must act on the m-
sumption that itis ahuman life. Once we adopt this as
sumption, the basic principles of our civic morality re
quire that we respect the fetus's inviolable dignity as a
human being. This means that no other human being
can claim the fetus as her property or assert the right to
dispose ofit as such.
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This conclusion has profound implications not
only for the issue of abortion, but for our attitude
toward the whole subject of human sexual relations. If
we assume that the fetus is a human being,any person
who acts in such a way as to bring a fetus into existence
is, by that act, taking responsibility for the life of this
human being. When a man and woman engage in
sexual intercourse, they not only have responsibilities
toward one another, but toward the human life thot is
the possible consequence of their act. Becausc respect
for human rights Is a basic tenetofour civic morality,
society hasan obligation to formulate its laws In a way
that assures that, should a life be conceived, it is
treated as a humanperson, not as disposable property.
It has an obligation as well to educate its citizens so
that they understand the inescapable responsibilities
and obligations Involved In their sexual relations.

SINCE the so-called sexual revolution of the 1960s,
America has been dominated by a concept of hu

man sexual relations that emphasizes sexual freedom
and ignores sexual responsibility. The controversy
over abortion challenges us all to think again about the
Implications of the civic morality that is the basis of

"W

our common national identity. We are a free people,
which is to say a people dedicated to the idea that
human beings cannot justly be treated as property.
They cannot justly be enslaved. Our freedom has

Society has an obligation to educate its
citizens so that they understand the in^
escapable responsibilities and obliga

tions involved in their sexual relations.
Should a life be conceived, it must be

treated as a human person, not as dis
posable property.

meant wealth, power, and broad scope for human
choice and creativity. But it also means responsibility
for respecting and maintaining the principles that
makeus free. Whether as votersand politicians, or as
men and women faced with the burdens and tempta
tions of our all-too-human relationships, we cannot
escape this responsibility.

Alan L Keyes ischairman ofCitizens forAmerica,
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